Purpose: Magnetic resonance (MR) guidance for biopsy procedures requires high intrinsic soft-tissue contrast. However, artifacts induced by the metallic needle can reduce its localization and require low-susceptibility needle materials with poorer cutting performance. In a proof of concept, we demonstrate the feasibility of 2D multispectral imaging (2DMSI) for both needle tracking and for needle artifact reduction for more precise needle localization and to enable the usage of needle materials with higher susceptibility. Method: We applied 2DMSI for imaging of MR-compatible biopsy needles, conventional stainless-steel needles, and mixed-material needles and compared it to conventional techniques. In addition, we exploited intrinsic off-resonance information for passive needle tracking. Results: 2DMSI achieved a stronger reduction of the needle artifact compared to conventional techniques. For the mixedmaterial needles, the artifact was reduced to a level below that for MR-compatible needles with conventional imaging. The passive tracking also improved the ability to pinpoint the needle. Conclusion: 2DMSI is promising for both needle tracking and artifact-reduced imaging of biopsy needles for a more precise needle localization. 2DMSI may be particularly promising for needles inducing large distortions or for targeting of small lesions. In addition, it may enable the use of needle materials with higher susceptibility and potentially better sampling performance. Magn Reson Med 80:655-661,
INTRODUCTION
MRI enables guidance of biopsy procedures with high intrinsic soft-tissue contrast. Providing additional signalto-noise ratio, 3 T high-field MRI even allows for targeting of submillimeter structures such as small nerves (1) . However, the metallic needle can induce field inhomogeneities, resulting in artifacts such as distortions or signal void (2, 3) . These effects are more pronounced at 3 T compared to 1.5 T (4) . Though the signal void may aid in detecting the needle, it prevents pinpointing the exact needle location and thus reliable targeting of smaller lesions. In addition, in-plane and through-plane distortions can misguide the needle path, given that lesions might appear at a different position on imaging with respect to their actual location. Low-susceptibility materials, such as cobalt-chromium, nickel-chromium, or nickel-titanium, can reduce these artifacts and are therefore used in needles specifically designed for utilization in magnetic resonance (MR)-guided procedures. Typically, these needles are referred to as MR compatible. However, these low-susceptibility materials are a significant compromise for biopsy, given that they cannot be ground as sharply as stainless steel, resulting in a poor cutting performance and sample quality (5, 6) .
Several MRI techniques can be applied to reduce needle artifacts. Spin echoes compensate for dephasing. High-readout bandwidth decreases in-plane distortions. Inversion of the slice selection gradient between excitation and refocusing excludes signal from the offresonance region that suffers from through-plane distortions (7) . Building on these techniques, the recently introduced 2D multispectral imaging (2DMSI) approach aims for fast, artifact-reduced imaging of the offresonance region by segmenting it into spatially and spectrally limited regions ("bins") that, individually, can be imaged with minimal artifact (8) . With an increasing number of acquired frequency bins, coverage of the offresonance region, and thus visualization of the region close to the metal, increases. Compared to conventional, 3D-based multispectral imaging approaches such as SEMAC, MAVRIC, or hybrid methods (9-11), 2DMSI can limit the acquisition to a few slices and therefore achieve significantly shorter acquisition times, while offering similar artifact correction. This is particularly attractive for interactive needle placement during procedures where the surgeon uses repeated frequently updated images of the needle progress, without having to wait for lengthy scans to be performed.
The goal of this work is to explore the feasibility of 2DMSI for both needle-artifact reduction and needle tracking at 3 T. To demonstrate proof of concept, we perform three experiments: First, we apply 2DMSI to MRcompatible needles to virtually remove the needle artifact for improved pinpointing of the needle. Second, we apply 2DMSI to conventional, "non-MR-compatible" stainless-steel needles as well as custom-made mixedmaterial needles to reduce the needle artifact to a level comparable to imaging of MR compatible needles with conventional techniques. Third, we exploit the 2DMSI-intrinsic off-resonance information for passive needle tracking.
METHODS

2DMSI
2DMSI is a spin-echo train-based imaging technique that enables fast, artifact-reduced imaging in the presence of high off-resonance. Its underlying concept is illustrated in Figure 1 . It is based on the segmentation of the slice to be imaged into spatially and spectrally limited regions ("bins") that can be imaged individually with minimal artifact (Fig. 1a ). An individual bin is selected by inverting the slice gradient between excitation and refocusing pulses (Fig. 1b) . The overlap between the excitation and the refocusing profile defines the bin profile, which is located within the desired, undistorted slice. For maximum speed, k-space is acquired using a single-shot readout with half-Fourier undersampling. Adjacent bins for 1 slice are acquired by repeating the process with an identical shift of the radio frequency modulation on excitation, refocusing, and reception, which excites off-resonance and reduces in-plane distortion. Each bin image is reconstructed individually, and the composite 2DMSI image is formed by combination of the individual bin images (Fig. 1c) . For single-shot 2DMSI, the acquisition time scales linearly with both the number of bins and slices.
Data acquisition
All experiments were performed on a 3 T whole-body MRI system (Discovery MR750; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The biopsy needles were mounted in a 3D printed rectangular grid and immersed in doped water (1.0 mmol/L of CuS0 4 ). The grid had a cube length of 15 mm, and the bars had a thickness of 2 mm. The needles were oriented perpendicular to the static magnetic field to maximize artifact. Imaging data were acquired with a 6-channel surface coil wrapped around the setup. Processing of the DICOM images for the needle tracking was performed off-line in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).
Experiment 1: Artifact-reduced imaging of MR-compatible biopsy needles
To demonstrate the ability of 2DMSI for improved visualization of MR-compatible, low-susceptibility biopsy needles, we acquired axial images of both a 14G nickelchromium (NiCr) biopsy needle (MRI BioGun; E-Z-EM, Westbury, NY) and a 16G cobalt-chromium (CoCr) biopsy needle (MRI Biopsy Handy; Somatex, Teltow, Germany) with single-shot 2DMSI, conventional imaging, and alternative artifact reduction techniques. The axis of both needles was aligned with the grid as shown in Figure 2 . The needles where chosen to reflect the spectrum of commonly used needle diameters for biopsy. Supporting Table S1 in the online Supporting Information summaries the details of the 3D gradient echo (3D GRE), 2D spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR), 2D fast-spin-echo (FSE), and 2DMSI sequences. FSE imaging was repeated with increased readout bandwidth and inverted slice selection gradient. 2DMSI images were acquired with 1 bin (covering off-resonances from -0.6 to þ 0.6 kHz) and 12 bins (-5.7 to þ 6.6 kHz). As an indicator for the artifact reduction performance, we roughly estimated (61 mm) the width of the artifact perpendicular to the needle axis both at the top part of the needle and at the tip. The artifact width was defined by the accompanying signal loss and marked with a red line.
Experiment 2: Artifact-reduced imaging of mixed-material biopsy needles
We also investigated the ability of 2DMSI to enable MR guidance with conventional, "non-MR-compatible" biopsy needles, typically made of stainless steel (SS) with a higher susceptibility. Reducing the needle artifact to an acceptable level might allow use of these needles to benefit from their better cutting performance. Imaging experiments were performed with pairs of a 14G and a 18G needle made of 1) CoCr, 2) 304 SS, and 3) a combination of both materials (all Somatex). For the latter, we disassembled the original needles and created mixedmaterial needles, consisting of a CoCr inner stylet and an SS cutting cannula. For each pair, we acquired 3D GRE, 2D SPGR, and 2D FSE with high readout bandwidth and 12-bin 2DMSI images as outlined in Supporting Table S1 in the online Supporting Information. Supporting Figure  S1 shows scanning electron microscope micrographs of both a CoCr and an SS cutting cannula. The Â 1500 magnification enables visualization of smooth edges for the CoCr needle and sharper edges for the SS needle.
Experiment 3: Passive needle tracking using offresonance bin information
The individual 2DMSI bin images contain valuable information about the magnitude and the sign of the needleinduced off-resonance and thus about the location and orientation of the needle. As the field map in Figure 1a indicates, a shift of the needle with respect to the slice normal would change the ratio of positive to negative off-resonance volume within the slice. To evaluate the potential of the 2DMSI-intrinsic off-resonance information for passive needle tracking, we color-coded the signal originating from bins with higher off-resonance in a 12-bin 2DMSI image of the 2 MR compatible needles from experiment 1. A mask of each bin was automatically created by thresholding the individual bin images using a threshold of 60% with respect to the maximum signal intensity in the corresponding bin image. For both positive and negative off-resonance, the masks of the bins with frequency 2.7 kHz and higher were combined and the composite 2DMSI image was color-coded based on these masks. We applied this color-coding to a series of 2DMSI images acquired while inserting the needles into the phantom. Figure 3 shows the axial images of the 14G NiCr and the 16G CoCr biopsy needles acquired with the different sequences and artifact reduction strategies. With all imaging techniques, both needles are visible, although the ability to pinpoint them varies considerably. The 3D GRE image (Fig. 3a) produces an easily visible needle axis, but hypointense and hyperintense signals surround the needle, obstructing the surrounding grid structure. For the 14G NiCr needle, the artifact extends approximately 31 mm at the top part and approximately 18 mm at the narrower tip. For the 16G CoCr needle, the extent is approximately 25 mm at the top and approximately 7 mm at the tip. In the SPGR image (Fig. 3b) , the slightly reduced needle artifact is dominated by signal void. In comparison, FSE (Fig. 3c) compensates for signal void, revealing the distortions visible as signal pileup surrounding the needle. Increasing the readout bandwidth (Fig. 3d) reduces the in-plane distortions, and the through-plane distortions become more distinct. Inverting gradients (Fig. 3e) successfully suppresses the signal from the distorted off-resonance region, identifying the unbiased signal. Single-bin 2DMSI (Fig. 3f) similar result, although higher-bandwidth radio frequency pulses cause a better region selection. Adding off-resonance bins reveals the signal regions close to both needles without distortions (Fig. 3g) .
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Artifact-reduced imaging of MR-compatible biopsy needles
For 2DMSI with 12 bins (Fig. 3g) , the uncovered region at the needle top is less than 30% of that for the artifact in the commonly used SPGR sequence and very close to the actual extent of the needle of 2 mm (14G NiCr needle) and 1.6 mm (16G CoCr needle). At the needle tips, the artifact is almost completely removed. Figure 4 compares the imaging results of the MRcompatible, pure CoCr needles (top), the conventional, pure SS needles (middle), and the combined CoCr and SS needles (bottom). The CoCr needles reveal a behavior similar to that of the MR-compatible needles in experiment 1, with 12-bin 2DMSI (Fig. 4d) again almost completely removing the needle artifact. For the SS needles, the artifact is massive in both GRE-based images (Fig. 4e,f) . Although FSE with high-readout bandwidth reduces signal void and in-plane distortions, the inplane extent of the through plane distortions-revealed by the missing grid bars-is comparable to the artifact extent in the GRE-based images. 2DMSI with 12 bins (Fig. 4h) considerably reduces the extent of the artifact to approximately 35 mm (18G CoCr needle) and 38 mm (14G CoCr needle), though it is still rather large. The signal intensity variation surrounding the signal void regions originates from the variation in slice thickness at the bin intersections (compare Fig. 1c) .
Experiment 2: Artifact-reduced imaging of mixed-material biopsy needles
Combining a CoCr inner stylet with an SS cutting cannula results in a slightly larger artifact compared to the pure CoCr needles, but a strongly reduced artifact compared to the pure SS needles for all sequences. However, whereas for the conventionally used SPGR sequence (Fig.  4j ) the artifact extent for the mixed-material needles of approximately 19 mm (18G needle) and 22 mm (14G needle) is still approximately 60% larger than for the pure CoCr needles, 2DMSI (Fig. 4l) allows reduction of the artifact for the mixed-material needles to approximately 5 mm (18G needle) and 7 mm (14G needle), respectively. Thus, even for the mixed-material needles with an expected better cutting performance, 2DMSI achieves considerably better artifact reduction than conventionally used SPGR imaging does for pure CoCr needles.
Experiment 3: Needle tracking using off-resonance bin information
As an example for needle tracking using the 2DMSI bin off-resonance information, Figure 5 shows the 12-bin 2DMSI image of the 2 MR-compatible needles from experiment 1 without (Fig. 5a ) and with automatic color-coding applied (Fig. 5b) . Signal in the tip of the left needle is attributed to partial volume effects. The tip of the 16G CoCr needle (right) does not trigger color-coding, because the thin needle does not induce sufficient off-resonance.
FIG. 4. Results experiment 2: axial slice containing CoCr biopsy needles (first row), conventional, non-MR-compatible SS biopsy needles (middle row), and a combination of CoCr inner stylets with SS cutting cannulas (bottom row)
. For all needles, the inner stylet was retracted. 2DMSI clearly reduces the extent of the needle artifact. For the combined needles (l), the artifact is even smaller than for the MR-compatible needles with conventional imaging (b).
FIG. 5. Results experiment 3:
tracking of the MR compatible needles using the 2DMSI-intrinsic off-resonance information. The red mask indicates signal intensity in the negative off-resonance bins and the blue mask in the positive off-resonance bins, respectively. Compared to the raw 2DMSI image (a), the masking overcomes windowing issues and localizes the needle even more precisely (b). Selected frames of a time series (c) capture the insertion of the needles in the phantom (inner stylet retracted). The ratio of positive and negative off-resonance bin signal is also sensitive to the orientation of the needle with respect to the slice plane. The full series is shown in Supporting Figure S2 in the online Supporting Information.
As the image comparison for the thicker 14G NiCr needle reveals (left), the color-coding increases the ability to pinpoint the needle. Figure 5c shows 3 selected frames of a series of 2DMSI images acquired while inserting the needles into the grid with the inner stylet retracted. The full series is plotted in Supporting Figure S2 in the online Supporting Information. Moving the needles out the imaging plane changes the ratio between positive and negative offresonances. Thus, in addition to a better localization of the needle, the color-coding also provides feedback on the change in needle orientation with respect to the imaging plane for a moving needle.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we explored the potential of fast, 2DMSI for both artifact-reduced imaging and passive tracking of biopsy needles. The ability of 2DMSI to provide imaging in regions exhibiting high off-resonance enables a more precise localization of MR compatible needles and visualization of needles made of higher-susceptibility materials on a level comparable approaching that of MR compatible needles with conventional imaging.
Artifact-reduced imaging of MR-compatible biopsy needles
Compared to the conventional techniques, 2DMSI clearly enabled a stronger reduction of the needle artifact. With 12 bins, the off-resonance coverage ranging from -5.7 to 6.6 kHz was sufficient to remove most of the needle artifact at the needle tips. Adjusting the number of bins allows for choice of coverage around the needle as a trade-off between needle conspicuity as well as acquisition speed and ability to pinpoint its location. The application of 2DMSI for MR guidance with MR-compatible, low-susceptibility needles is particularly promising for targeting of smaller lesions in cases where visualization of sensitive structures close to the lesion or to the needle path is crucial. The short acquisition time of a few seconds per slice allows for the acquisition of multiple slices in an acceptable time, comparable to the FSE-based artifact reduction techniques. Given that MR guidance usually requires only a few slices surrounding the needle path, 2DMSI is expected to achieve a higher temporal resolution than highly accelerated 3D-based multispectral imaging techniques, which must acquire a larger volume (12) .
Besides artifact reduction, sufficient image quality and contrast to visualize the lesion and sensitive structures surrounding the needle path is crucial for MR guidance. Although this work focuses on the artifact reduction, in vivo application of 2DMSI for implant imaging (8) has shown promising results with respect to image quality and contrast. 2DMSI with single-shot readout-as applied in this work-results in a long spin-echo train and thus a T 2 weighting. Combination of 2DMSI with an inversion-recovery preparation pulse (13) allows for T 1 weighting and/or fat suppression. Alternatively, a multishot readout would enable T 1 weighting or protondensity weighting, perhaps reducing image blurring as well.
Artifact-reduced imaging of mixed-material biopsy needles
The ability of 2DMSI for artifact-reduced imaging in the presence of high off-resonance may also enable the use of needle materials with higher susceptibility and potentially better cutting performance. In this work, we showed that we could considerably reduce the artifact from a conventional, pure SS biopsy needle, although the needle artifact might be still too large for most applications. (Note that for thinner needles the artifact reduction may be o.k.). The acquisition of additional bins would further reduce the artifact extent. However, the increasing steepness of the needle-induced off-resonance reduces the area covered per additional bin and thus reduces the efficiency of this approach.
Whereas the outer cannula cuts the sample, it is the inner stylet that primarily contributes to the needle artifact attributed to its larger volume. Therefore, mixedmaterial needles-composed of a low-susceptibility inner stylet and a sharper, higher-susceptibility cutting cannula-potentially offer an optimized combination of overall limited susceptibility to ensure restricted attraction by the magnetic field and high cutting performance. Whereas conventional imaging will not be able to facilitate the use of these optimized needles, 2DMSI shows great potential of reducing their artifact even below the extent for MR-compatible needles with conventional imaging. Although we noticed little force for the pure stainless steel needles after removing the spring and negligible force for the combined needles, clinical application of mixed-material needles would still require both dedicated engineering for careful balance of materials and comprehensive testing to address safety concerns in the presence of the magnetic field.
Needle tracking using off-resonance bin information
The 2DMSI-intrinsic off-resonance information can be easily exploited to highlight the off-resonance region and thus to further improve the needle localization. As demonstrated, the discrimination between positive and negative off-resonance sharpens the otherwise blurry transition between signal void at, and/or next to, the needle and the surrounding signal. During needle movement, the color-coding also reveals the change in negative and positive off-resonance. This also enables estimating the change in needle orientation with respect to the imaging plane to further improve guidance. The individual acquisition of bins in 2DMSI also offers the possibility to acquire only off-resonance bins and to use the information to highlight the off-resonance areas in a separately acquired anatomical image with potentially more suitable contrast.
CONCLUSIONS
2DMSI revealed promising results for both artifactreduced imaging of biopsy needles for a more precise needle localization and for needle tracking, justifying preclinical and clinical investigations for MR guidance. 2DMSI might be particularly promising for biopsy needles that induce large distortions or for targeting of small lesions. In addition, it may enable use of a wider range of needle materials, with potentially better sampling performance.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information can be found in the online version of this article. Fig. S1 . Scanning electron micrographs of the tips of a CoCr and an SS cutting cannula, similar to those used in experiment 2. The area marked by the white frame is magnified 1500 times. Fig. S2 . Full times series capturing the insertion of the needles in the phantom (inner stylet retracted). The ratio of positive and negative off-resonance bin signal is also sensitive to the orientation of the needle with respect to the slice plane. Table S1 . Overview of pulse sequence parameters for conventional imaging, alternative artifact-reduction techniques, and 2DMSI. All sequences use 2D acquisitions except 3D GRE.
